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Nuit Blanche weekend getaway
Light up in Paris at Hotel Banke 5* 

Paris celebrates the #NuitBlanche inviting you to see the city in a different and special way:
Neons, installations, exhibitions, staged scene sets and all forms of contemporary art take over the
city by night during the first Saturday in October, when all museums, private and public art galleries
are also open and free of charge.
If you are planning a weekend getaway to Paris for this unmissable sight, half museum-half Hotel
Banke 5* from Derby Hotels Collection is definitely the place to stay to cap the spectacle off.

When booking on DHC official
website, you will enjoy the
following treats:

• Welcome drink upon arrival.
• In-room welcome set with a
bottle of wine.

Hotel Banke 5* also offers VIP

services on request, for beauty
treatments, massages, personal
trainers, babysitting, limousine hire
and any other service you need.

*From £274 pp/pn

Occupying the premises of a former bank headquarters, Hotel Banke 5* is the work of the architects Paul
Friesse and Cassien Bernard, in collaboration with the engineer Gustave Eiffel’s workshop, who designed
the central staircase. The building located in Paris’ Opera quartier is now protected as a monument by the
City Council. The hotel is considered to be a proper museum boasting an extensive jewellery collection
from Egyptian, African, pre-Columbian, Roman and Buddhist cultures. Banke’s sophisticated LOLABAR,
located at its spectacular lobby, is the best option to make a “cocktail stop” during the #NuitBlanche and sip
into their fashionable signature cocktail menu.
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Suite Lafayette at Hotel Banke 5*


